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What is Comics art?

Comic Arts is the creation of stylized or 
simplified drawings for the purpose of 

telling a story, making a point, or 
making people laugh.



Introduction

In my research, my topic is gonna be about comics 
arts, people found out that comic arts are interesting, 
because they’re hardwired for story, the various ways 

of telling stories. It shows how comics can be 
communicated design.



Back in 2006, I went to the library with my 
Mom and my brother, and we look anywhere in 
the library, and them I found a book called, 
“Captain Underpants”, the hilarious 
superhero, and there was comic book of 
captain underpants in chapter four, and it was 
pretty good, and I like. So I create a comic 
about captain underpants, but different villain., 
and I like to draw, even create comics.

Background/Review of the Sources

In 2007, when my brother brings a book that 
he read, called “Diary of a Wimpy Kid”. It is 
about a boy named Greg Heffley has a truth 
story about a middle child has misery life, and 
he have to go to awful middle school, but it is 
pretty funny. Also the part has a comic strips 
called, ZOO-WEE MAMA” and it was hilarious 
too. 

Therefore, for those two graphic novels shows the art comics is 
becoming interest, because I like to draw, I can draw a comics, all I 
need is to draw a panel first, and then draw a characters and 
speech bubble. 



RATIONALE

My Research is Comic arts, because comics art is a culture that shares the identity and 
practices of comics artists, publishers, and consumers who enjoying reading  Comics. To 
Description of the comic arts, it uses visuals in a series of sequential pamels to tell story.

Also the comic art can included that it was created by the illustrator, because comic arts 
needs the full color. So in order to create comic or graphic novels, comic art needs to 

corporate the text anf font as part of overall design. The Illustration of comic tend to be 
the writers as well as illustrators of the series. Comic arts are meaningful to me, because 

individuals can ecome together to share their experiences and perspectives that 
connections between people and more inclusive environment.



Method and Design

Comic Arts may be fun, but Comic Artist is responsible for creating the visual elements of 
comic or graphic novels, including characters, backgrounds, and other visual elements. 
They work with the writer to ensure that the visuals accurately to story.

List need for Comic arts

● 9x12 Sketchpad Paper
● 12 Inches Ruler 
● Ink Pens
● Script 
● Scan App (Adobe apacity)
● Illustration Software (Illustrator, Photoshop, or others paint software)
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Thank You!


